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Legislators in special session to discuss budget
Gov. Riley faces the difficulty of this challenge, but what does it all mean for the state and JSU?
By Rosalind Moore
The Chanticleer News Editor

courtesy of ~ s ~ i s t e v~atharn
e

Gov. Bob Riley tapes a program at JSU in early August regarding proposed Amendment One changes. Alabama voters said
no the to the referendum on Sept. 9. What's in JSU's future now?

I UPD offers

Alabama voters have been
called everything from idiots
to devout followers of the
C.A.V.E. mentality, Citizens
Against Virtually Everything.
Gov. Riley has gotten the message about taxes and so has
everyone else.
What most Alabamians want
to know now is how bad will
"trimming the fat" hurt? Just
as before the vote, members
from each side are spewing
facts and figures that don't
really mean a whole lot to the
average person. But what
should matter to the average
person is what has been happening since the vote and what
actions will be taken next.
In a speech to the Alabama
Legislature Riley stated, "Let
us begin the journey to restoring the people's faith. Facing
our budget shortfalls, we must
make the most efficient use of
funds on hand."
The first thing Riley proposes
is providing a balanced budget
by Oct. 1. Elbert Peters, a
Republican and critic of
Riley's tax plan, feels the governor is punishing the people
and inflicting more pain than

necessary.
The budget shortfall has been
estimated at $675 million in
the 2004 budget. Recently
Alabama received about $265
million to help the budget crisis; however, after this small
amoul~t,Alabama is still left
with a $400 million deficit.
Cuts that will hit closer to
home deal with the Education
Trust Fund budget and could
eliminate funding for three
major JSU programs.
"The budgets will deeply
affect Jacksonville State
University and the other set of
15 colleges and universities
around the state that are public," stated JSU President Bill
Meehan.
According to University officials, JSU will lose approximately $350,000 from line
items and funding for our telephone network system.
"I spoke to the House of
Representatives and told them
that I felt the cuts for higher
education were fair and proportional," Meehan said.
"These are hard times and
we'll have to make sacrifices."
Some sacrifices may include
eliminations to $125,000 in
funding from the JSU-Gadsden
Joe M. Ford Economic

Development
Center,
$126,630 from the Aerospace
Development Center and
$100,000 from the Alabama
Police Corps program.
In addition to massive cuts to
the school as a whole. students
may suffer reductions in state
financial aid. The Alabama
Student Grant program may
lose aid in Riley's new proposed cuts.
According to an Associated
Press release, the Alabama
Commission
on
Higher
Education would go from helping 15,739 Alabama students
to only 19 in the entire state.
Other cuts that will affect the
state as a whole include the
release of about 7,000 prisoners, cuts in Medicaid, reduction in daycare availability,
increases in state employee copays on health insurance, more
education cuts and the list goes
on.
Gov. Riley, dur~ngthe special
session, went on to say, "To be
sure, our challtnges are difficult, but I am optimistic that
this special session is a step
toward real change and a step
toward rebuilding the people's
trust. 1 ran for governor to
restore the confidence of the
people in their government."

I Student government holds second meeting of semester

~

UPD offers
four-hour
course on

Student government holds second meeting of semester
Not much business yet, but committees are working hard on important issues affecting students

bicycle
safety
By Daniel Spratlin
The Chanticleer Contributing
Ed~tor

The University Police
Department will be sponsoring a four-hour bicycle safety course on Saturday, Sept.
27, in the basement of the
police department located in
Salls Hall.
This course will be taught
by Dr. Charlton Jones, a
League
of
American
Bicyclists certified instructor, who has over 60 years
and 200,000 miles of experience in bicycling. Dr. Jones
is one of only two certified
instructors in the state of
Alabama and has won the
gold medal for the "Over60" category in Huntsville,
as well as several state
championships in Georgia.
Dr. Jones says that he is
trying to express "the importance of riding a bike as
opposed to cars. When the
supply of fossil fuels
decreases; prices
will
increase." He says that
prices may get so outrageous that bikes may be the
best option in the future.
The course is free to all
who attend and will cover
basic bicycle safety as well
as the correct way to ride a
bicycle. Textbooks are provided, and no bicycle is
required to attend. For more
information, contact Dr.
Charlton Jones at 256-2366993 or Sgt. Carl Preuninger
of UPD at 782-5050.

Number of students enrolled at JSU
dur~ngfall semester 2003.

9,031

Kimber Merrill, campus safety

see Meeting, page 2
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Emily Williams (center), SGA Vice President of Student Senate, presides over the weekly 6 p.m. meeting on Monday. Crissy Almaroad (left), SGA clerk, and Allison
Pierce (right), parliamentarian, are responsible for taking meeting minutes and keeping parliamentary order, respectively.

JSU's greek councils share common goal: Recruitment
- -

By Rosalind Moore
The Chanbcleer News Editor

-

Every year, JSU's greek
community begins busily
preparing for a very'
important process. The
process of greek recruitment is very time consuming and takes a lot of effort
from the various greek
organizations.
The

Interfraternity Council,
Panhellenic Council and
National
Pan-Hellenic
Council hold a variety of
recruiting functions, which
are all unique to their particular councils.
The Panhellenic Council
consists of five women's
organizations:
Alpha
Omicron Pi, Alpha Xi

Football:
Sept. 13 - UNA 28, JSU 16
Saturday - at Kansas 6 p.m., 91.9 FM

Delta, Delta Zeta, Phi Mu
and Zeta Tau Alpha. The
recruitment process consists of four rounds, which
were held from Aug. 29
through Sept. 1. Because
women are encouraged to
come who have little
knowledge about greek
life, the prospective members attend an orientation

Soccer:
Sept. 12 - JSU 7, Lipscomb 0
Friday - at South Alabama 7 p.m.

session to learn about how
the recruitment process
works.
"We took all the women
to all the different chapters
and gave them information
on all the sororities," said
Megan Radison, assistant
director of student life,
"The process is a mutual
selection process because

the prospective members
and the sororities find
what is best fits for one
another."
The recruitment process
is a time for the
Panhellenic organizations
to put their best foot forward. During Panhellenic
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PAGETWO
New student section, a better atmosphere

By Rosalind Moore
The Chant~cleerNews Ed~tor
--

On Saturday 13,663 students,
fans and visitors packed into
Paul Snow Stadium for JSU's
first home football game against
the University of North
Alabama. It was the perfect
atmosphere for an old-fashioned
college football night. The pregame atmosphere was lobely as
students and fans gathered in
open grassy areas. tailgating
and hav~nga merry time.
In the spirit of the true college
game atmosphere. JSU students
were to be awarded with a new
and improved student section.
The section was to be ready dur-

ing this first game, but was it
really ready?
The space was sectioned off
by road blockades and signs,
giving students a general idea
about what was going on.
However, the new student section left some confused, others
happy and still others with a little more to be desired. The athletic committee has been working hard to improve game attendance and better athletic attendance this year. The student
section, which has been in transition since 2001, has been one
of the important agendas of the
athletic support committee.
"Our biggest goal has been to
increase student attendance at

all sporting events," said Andy
Pody. "and some minor goals
include
establishing
a
Gamecock walk before games.
We don't want to just have tailgate parties. but get community
support for JSU athletics." In
the spirit of creating better
Gamecock fans out of students,
the committee's creation of
"what the students wanted" has
gotten a few mixed reviews.
Among the list of goals for the
athletic committee. Pody stated
that he was pleased with the
start of a positive atmosphere
for JSU students. "I think that
the student section was a suc-

see New, page 3

from Meeting, page
committee head, "and we are
going to research several universities and their parking situation."
Each member of the campus
safety committee has taken on
the responsibility of contacting a particular university, like
the University of Alabama or
Troy State, to talk with their
SGA leaders and administration to find out what things
work for them in relation to
parking. The information that
the committee finds will be
brought before the SGA and
JSU administration to help
find a better parking solution
for JSU.
Jonathon Taylor, committee
head of academic affairs also
discussed some issues pertaining to JSU computer labs and
student IDS. Last year, JSU
implemented a payment system in computer labs across
campus. This new system pre-
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SGA senators Josh Lumpkin and Sheraton Groce listen to committee reports.
Each senator is a member of at least two committees.

also working on better access
and availability of foreign language labs for students who
are majoring in or studying
foreign languages. Currently
the lab hours are very limhed.
The allocations committee
plans to give out a lot of
money this year. They have
accomplished their first goal

working on increasing participation in home games. "We
have a big tailgate party coming up for the Sept. 27 football
game." said committee head
Andy Pody. "and we've got
live music! We mant everyone
to come out and have a good
time."
Despite very productive

from Greeks, page 1
recruitment, prospective
members enjoy skits, projects and presentations put
on by the members of each
particular chapter.
This year the council did
not have an increase in
numbers, but 80 women
have pledged to various
organizations
since
recruitment.
"We did
more public relations for
recruitment this year," said
Radison. "All incoming
freshmen and transfer students received a booklet
about the three councils
and general information
about greek life at JSU."
These booklets serve as a
catalyst to get students
interested in greek life.
The councils also set up
tables during r orientation
browse sessions.
This year the IFC reached
record recruitment numbers.
About 45 men
pledged to a fraternity
through the iecruitment
process. Recruitment was
held last week from Sept.
8 to Sept. 12. IFC recruitment allows the prospective members to visit each
fraternity house and learn
about the organizations'
purposes,
goals
and
accomplishments.
"We also have five IFC
fraternities on campus,
which are Kappa Alpha
Order, Delta Chi, Pi Kappa
Phi, Sigma Nu and Sigma
Phi
Epsilon,"
said

The Chanticleer September 18, 2003
Pan-Hellenic
Council.
This council consists of
four fraternities, Iota Phi
Theta, Phi Beta Sigma,
Kappa Alpha Psi and
Omega Psi Phi. It also
consists of three sororities,
Zeta Phi Beta, Sigma
Gamma Rho and Delta
Sigma Theta.
The NPHC held a greek

" You'll miss out on so
much that you'll never
know about ifyou're not
greek. "
Cassidy Anderson
IFC president
forum last Wednesday to
encourage
prospective
members to research the
information and become
well-informed about greek
life.
"The NPHC forum had
an increase in participation. About 125 students
came to receive information at the Forum," stated
Radison. The NPHC organizations have a different
intake process and require
that prospective members
have anywhere from at
least 12 to 24 hours and a
GPA of 2.3 to 2.5, depending on the organization.
Despite popular belief
that the greek system is
struggling for members
due to unrealistically
depicted MTV shows or
countless hazing inci-

the social aspect of the
organization."
The greeks at JSU are
working to change these
negative stereotypes by
focusing on the positive
and purposeful aspects of
their
organizations.
Although there is a lot of
healthy
competition
between
the
greeks
through intramurals and
other events, one goal that
Radison wants to work on
are the unification of the
three councils.
Benefits to joining greek
organizations include leadership skills and scholarship.
"Leadership is not a title.
It's someone who stands
up for what they believe
in, and someone who
looks inside to what their
values are, and I think
greek membership has
that," Radison said. "You
can look at the values of
what your founders were
so long ago and see that it
is still in you, and to me,
you can share that over
centuries with people."
Being greek is more than
buying friends or having
instant connections. The
JSU greek community is
affiliated nationwide and
gives students a true feeling and connection of
brotherhood and sisterhood.
Cassidy Anderson, president of the Interfraternity
Council encourages stu1
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campus. This new system prevents students from printing
materials without a student ID.
"Our goal is to take the
social security numbers off of
student IDS," Talyor said,
"What's happening now is that
students are going into computer labs, printing and leaving their IDS. I can actually
get on a computer and have
anyone's credit card number
in a matter of 20 minutes using
their social security number."
This goal is tied with a number of other goals to protect
students, such as better security on the student access system and other precautionary
measures to keep student
information confidential. The
academic affairs committee is

accomplished their first goal
-

"We're taking parking
seriously this year, and
we are going to research
several universities and
their parking situation."
Kimber Merrill
campus safety
committee head
of developing a list of questions
for
organizations
requesting money. Each organization requesting allocation
funds is required to attend an
allocation meeting and answer
questions concerning their
need for an allocation.
The athletic support team is

Despite very productive
reports from the committee
heads, there were no student
body reports and only one bill
came before the senate on
Monday night. That's where
students who are not directly
involved in the SGA, besides
being a student, come into
play.
The accountability of the
senators lies in the hands of
the student body. If students
come to meetings and voice
their opinions, senators will
have no excuse when it comes
to writing bills and bringing
them before the senate. If students become more involved,
senators will have no other
choice than to do the job they
were elected to do.

Phi
Epsilon,"
said
Radison, "and the prospective members get to visit
the chapters of their
choice. On Friday, each
organizatioq gives bids to
the gentlemen they want to
invite back to their organization.
The IFC recruitment
numbers were increased
by almost 50 percent compared to last year's total of
less than 30 gentlemen.
One other council that
strives to promote the
greek community and its
growth is the National

countless naz~ng incidences,
greeks
at
Jacksonville State paint a
prettier picture.
"When people look at the
MTV shows, sorority life
and fraternity life, it's such
a negative look on greek
membership and they are
not true.. Those organizations are local organizations and don't have standards," said Radison. "I
also think a lot of stereotypes of greek organizations hurt. Being greek is
not just about parties.
That's just one aspect of

Louncil encourages students to become involved
in the greek community.
"Our numbers rose for
recruitment this year
because we had more participation from the overall
greek
community,''
Anderson said. "The best
thing to do on this campus
is for you to be greek. If
you're going to be a student, you might as well be
greek. You'll miss out on
so much that you'll never
know about if you're not
greek."

Sept. 15 - Nathan Ashley Bryan, 20, was arrested by JSUPD for underage
consumption occurring at Fitzpatrick Hall.

ANY BURGER AND FRIES $4.25
DOMESTIC LONGNECK BOTTLES $1.50

Organizational Council: The Organizational Council meeting will be held on Oct. 7 at 6 p.m.
in the TMB Auditorium. All organizations are required to send a representative to each meeting.
If you have any questions, please contact the Office of Student Life. Contact: Alesha Ingram.
782-5491.
NAACP: Come and get the 41 1 on the Five-0 on Sept. 23 on the 3rd floor of the TMB from 5
p.m. to 6 p.m. Free advice from Jacksonville City Police, JSUPD, and free legal advice. Contact:
Iris Johnson, 782-6683.
Baptist Campus Ministries: Hey Gamecocks! Don't forget Celebration on Tuesday nights at
8 p.m., AGAPE Lunch, Wednesdays from 11:15-12:15p.m., and Bible Study, Thursdays at 6 p.m.
Have a great week! Contact: Gary, 435-7020 or gbrittn@jsucc.jsu.edu.

ANY SALAD $4.75/OYSTERS 33Q'
WEDNESDAY
ETHAN & GARY
ANY PLATTER $5.50/IMPORT BOTTLES $2.00
THURSDAY
CHICKEN FINGER BASKET $4,25/PITCHERS $4.50/MUGS $1.OO
WORLD FAMOUS WINGS 35e
TRADITION IN JACKSONVILLE SINCE 199

The Chanticleer Announcements Policy: Any JSU student organization or University office may submit items for the
Announcements coiumn. Submissions must be typed, and must be limited to 50 words. Submissions must include a name
and telephone number or e-mail address to contact fo; further information. but this information does not count toward the
50-word total. Submissions must arrive at The Chanticleer offices in Room 180. Self Hall by 5 p.m. on the Monday prior
to the desired publication date.
The Chanticleer reserves the right to refuse publication of any submission for any reason. We also reserve the
to
edit submissions for style, brevity, and clarity.
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110,000 evacuate Carolina coast due to Hurricane Isabel
By Martin Merzer
Knight Ridder Newspapers (KRT)

.NAGS HEAD, N.C. - Long
lines of cars, pickup trucks and
SUVs flowed inland in waves
Tuesday as authorities ordered
110,000 people to evacuate the
North Carolina coast in preparation for Hurricane Isabel.
The sky was cloudless, but
the wind was building and 10foot waves tore at the beach as
Isabel lurked darkly over the
horizon, less powerful than it
had been but menacing enough
to breed not only fear on North
Carolina's Outer Banks - and
throughout a vast mid-Atlantic
region - but also a measure of
sanity.
"We're leaving. Everybody's
leaving," said Nick Napolitano,
the owner of the Ocean Side
Court vacation cottages, whose
occupants sometimes ride these
things out. "This one had 160mph winds and they were talking about 40-foot waves. We
get something like that and the
Outer Banks are going to end

from New. Daae 2
cess this game," said Pody, "I
think they should definitely
fence it off so that everyone
will know it's our section, but
I like the students being down
all at one end."
The new position of the students,
closer
to
the
Fieldhouse, stretches over
sections T through W, with
the band in R and S. Many
students have commented that
the new section did have a
better atmosphere, allowing
college fans to be just that. "I
like the student section
because all the students are
together, and we could find
places to sit," said Tim King,
a junior majoring in art.

Knight Ridder NewspapersiKrist~nRoyalty

Staff Sgt. Jason Bowry, 436th Operations Support Squadron, points out the pathway of Hurricane Isabel as it heads inland to Capt Paul Gifford and MSgt Arlen
Lewis, Tuesday, September 16, 2003. All three work in the Weather Flight on
Dover Air Force Base, Delaware.

up in Raleigh."
Forecasters weren't sure just
how powerful Isabel would be
when it reaches the Outer
Banks sometime overnight
Wednesday. Its winds had
dipped to 105 mph from 160
mph over the weekend.
But the storm was still strong
enough to bring destruction
along a path that forecasters
said was likely to include North
Carolina, Virginia, Washington,

D.C., West Virginia, Maryland
and Pennsylvania, an area populated by millions of people
rarely exposed to hurricanes.
Forecasters urged everyone
in the risk area to remember
that every hurricane is dangerous, and this one is spreading
hurricane-force winds 160
miles in most directions from
its center.
A hurricane watch was issued
for coastal areas from the

While many students agreed
that there was a definite positive change, others were confused and need a liftle time to
get used to the change. "I'm
a member of the band, and I
don't really like the place
we're sitting, beeause it's
right next to the opposing
team," said Brandon Landry,
freshman color guard member, "and where we are now,
everyone can't see the director."
Other students were confused about the location. "To
be honest, I couldn't find it. I
think it should be better
marked." Many of the overall
problems and disagreements
seem to be over aesthetic matters. SGA President Chris

Cook hopes that problems
with proper designation of the
area will be addressed soon.
"The student section is a
work in progress, and a lot of
the things
- that were discussed
in our committee meeting
couldn't be done in time,"
said Cook. "But definitely by
next year everything that we
discussed will be worked out,
and the section will be what
the students want."
The new student section has
gotten off to a great start.
There are more improvements
to come down the road and
students will be able to enjoy
and even better amosphere.
Many of the changes will take
some getting used to.
The athletic support com-

Maryland-Delaware
border
through most of Chesapeake
Bay all the way to the North
Carolina-South Carolina border. Tropical storm watches
stretched north into New Jersey
and south into South Carolina.
About 6,000 military personnel and relatives who live on or
near Langley Air Force Base in
Hampton, Va., were told to
leave. Dozens of military vessels steamed to safety far out to
sea. Emergency managers in
scores of counties fine-tuned
their disaster response plans.
Schools closed in many
North Carolina counties and
emergency managers ordered a
"mandatory" evacuation of all
residents and tourists on the
Outer Banks.
Fire trucks drove the beach
roads in Dare County after the
evacuation began at noon, blaring an announcement that "residents and visitors are urged to
make final preparations and
leave the area as soon as possible."
"Our message is, 'Be careful,
mittee is dedicated to making
all JSU athletic events more
student-friendly. "I like the
band being able to blow away
the opposing team, and students can yell, and they can
cheer," said Pody.
Overall, the student section
is sporting a new and
improved atmosphere. There
are no lines in the restrooms
or at the concession stands,
and there aren't any random
visitors sitting in student
seats. Hopefully, one day,
Gamecock fans will revert
back to the lost days of painted faces and bodies hanging
over the rails in support of
their home team.
'

be safe and try to get out of
here,"' said Rene Cahoon, a
county commissioner in Dare
County, N.C., which includes
parts of the Outer Banks, a 120mile-long chain of islands that
are little more than sand banks.
Weaker storms that moved
north through the Atlantic earlier this season already have
swept away parts of the Outer
Banks.
The exit routes off the islands

nere crouded. but the exodul,
appeared orderly. Those heading north toward Virglnia along
U.S. 158 passed tall poles fly
ing red and hlack hurr~cane
flags. billboards that had been
partially disassembled to let the
wind pass through and forest5
of plywood-covered ctorefronts
and rural homes.
One of those slabs of plywood contained a spray-painted
message: "Go To Hell, Isabel."

,
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Extending Viewing Fees got you down?
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Trimming the fat will be harder than it sounds

"'Do you %ikethe new
Iceation of the student
section at JSU football
games?'$

The Alabama Legislature is
currently meeting in special
session with one goal in mind:
trim the fat.
Cut the baste. Eliminate
the pork.
It's got a lot of catchy
names. but what it amounts to
is sweating over enough numbers to make an accountant
quit his job and start raising
llamas for a living.

Oh. there's plenty of waste
in government - no question
about that. And if said government is centered in scenic
Montgomery, Ala., waste is
more than a problem. It's a
way of life.
The trouble is, a lot of socalled pork spending isn't as
wasteful as you might think.
And a lot of what looks like
a wonderful use of state funds

is, in fact, pork.
Take the Booker T.
Washington Magnet Arts
School, for instance. It would
be awfully easy to look at the
$1.3 million in funding that
will be slashed from the
school if Gov. Riley's
. proposed budget passes and think
that a wonderful asset to our
state is being destroyed. The
school may, in fact, be a won

By Gary Lewis
The Chanticleer
Managing Editor
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derful asset. But it likely
received such generous funding in the first place only
because Gov. Siegelman's
daughter was a student there at
the time the money was appropriated.
No matter if you pull it or
slice it, folks, that's pork.
But for every example of
the other white meat, there are
dozens of programs that actually help people other than
those "in good with the guv'ment."
One of the hallmarks of the
defeated tax plan was the college scholarship program that
would have, in the words of
countless pro-tax campaign
flyers, seat "every deserving
student in Alabama" to college free of charge. Since voters rejected the tax plan,
Alabama college students will
have to look elsewhere for
tuition assistance.
Good thing we can rely on
traditional scholarships and
loan programs to offset the

increased tuition that will
certainly be coming,
right?
Think again. Among
the pages and pages of
proposed cuts are 100
percent reductions to
scholarship and student assistance programs totaling
$9,288,854. That's an awful
lot of money to take away
from students right before you
jack up their tuition. Good to
know Montgomery was thinking of us.
Nearly everyone will take a
hit during this special session.
Money for immunizations and
disease research?
Cut.
Money for museums and child r e n ~ 'camps? Cut. Money
for early warning sirens and
automated external defibrillators? Cut.
For now, even the timber,
agricultural and tourism
industries look like they're in
for a painful round of cuts.
It's all about making
Alabama
more
fiscally
responsible, and that's something that certainly needs to
happen. We're in a budget crisis. The state needs to save
money wherever it can.
I just wish cutting costs didn't have to cost so much.

.

As I leave home for college, will I return 'whitewashed'?
-

-

-

By Mary Andom
The Seattle T/mes/NEXT (KRT)
-

Logan Cunningham
Freshman
Undecided
''I thiizk it i,jirze. C
k tlitiiz 'r get
izusrled cis ri1uc.h cii~illzucl a lor of
i
fi.e~'d~iil
"

-

To "whitewash" means to
trade in your cultural roots to
embrace white culture.
Denying your culture is an
"

1.

xxr,

T

And while I'm happy to be
leaving, I'm going to miss
White Center. It is here that I
have become comfortable
with who I am and have
anchored myself in my cultural roots.
xx
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out of me making a fool of
myself? I'm going to miss all
the crazy things my sisters
and I have endured: all the
shaving mishaps, guy problems and family drama.
When I move into the
A

-

-

'
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who will care if I succeed? I
fear becoming a faceless person lost in a crowd.
During orientation recently, I looked for one familiar
face, but I saw none. It felt
like my first day of high
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worse. Believe me, my family will give me a reality
check if I step out of line.
And I refuse to let myself
grow apart from them.
I know that all of these
fears, with time, will dissi--L-
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Jarlis Houston
Senior
Criminal justice
" I like it, becnuse it'c. i.lg11t
behrrzd the otl~rirecrriz', hetlth "

Denying your culture is an
act of disgrace. Where I come
from. it's among the worst
crimes to commit.
As I ride the Metro in
White Center for the last time
for a while, I thank God I sur\ i\ ed. 1can't say the same for
several of my peers who may
never make it out of the ghetto. I have a friend choosing
motherhood over college,
others who are dropouts and
are now dealing drugs, 'and
some who it seems will h r ever stay trapped in the cycle
of poverty.
College is my ticket out.

When I move into the
dorms, will my roommate be
someone I can fmst and confide in?
I have become very independent. I'm not afraid to live
without *my parents. I know
how to wash my own laundry,
cook and be financially stable. I take pride in this, and I
am grateful that my parents
instilled in me the value of
hard work.
Over the years, I have
formed a supportive community of people who have
encouraged and nurtured me.
But when I go to Western,

tural roots.
When I leave to attend
Western
Washington
Univerqity in Bellingham,
which is practically all white,
I worry that I will be uprooted from everything that has
made me who I am. And what
I fear most is compromising
who I am just so I can fit in.
I have five sisters and we
have fought over everything
- and I mean everything. My
sisters and I scrap for the last
piece of chicken and wrestle
each other to the bathroom.
Now, who's going to laugh at
my corny jokes or get a kick

like my first day of high
school, but my fear was multiplied by 10. I wandered
around campus like some lost
fool, afraid to ask for help. I
watched as parents hugged
and lussed their kids, and I
wished my parents were there
to hold my hand.
But I had to remember that
I've been looking forward to
college for a long time, partially so I can finally break
free from my parents.
When I come home to
White Center to visit, I hope
I'm still the same Mary. I
don't think I'll change for the

fears, with time, will dissipate. I will hold on to what
grounds me: my family,
friends and, yes, my community. I will never forget where
I come from, because then I
will lose sight of where I'm
going.

ABOUT THE WRITER
Mary Andom is a writer for

NEXT, a Sunday opinion
page in The Seattle Times,
and a freshman at Western
Washington University.
E-mail:
NEXT @ seattletimes.com.

LETTERS
TO THE EDITOR
Support local music

and it will be available within a month anywhere you
can pick up a Chanticleer.
Lastly. support local music. You want your bud
who's in a band to make it big one day? Guess what?
He/She never will if you don't go out sometime and
check out hisher show. I can promise you that.

textbooks, classroom materials and reasonable technology is a failure to perform the duties of his office.
Since the teachers are ultimately responsible for education, teachers' representatives should be able to protect the welfare of teachers without threatening the welfare of those they teach. To do otherwise is incompetent
and immoral.
Do we fail to understand that the Declaration of
Donnie L. Wells, Jr.
Independence and the Constitution of the United States
Local Music Director
'created a new kind of government .. . of, by, and for the
WLJS 91.9 FM
people? Do we fail to understand that we, the people,
are the government? Let us hold our elected and
appointed leaders to a high level of political morality.
Elected officials are our employees
They are elected or appointed to serve the people. They
In Gov. Bob Riley's "concession" speech, he stated work for the people. The people are their employers.
that the voters of Alabama have sent a message that We must watch and hold them responsible for their
they want reduced government before being asked for actions or inactions as any employer does.
One reason the state is in the current mess is that we,
more money. Maybe he will catch up and get the whole
the
people, have failed in our responsibility to oversee
message. We, the people, want fiscal responsibility,
the
actions
of our employees. We must be ever vigilant
period. We, the people, want reduced government, perito observe how our officials serve or abuse the power
od.
we give them. We must contact our state representatives
State School Superintendent Ed Richardson is recand senators and notify them that we are watching how
ommending cuts that directly affect education rather
they
vote. We must then communicate our reaction to
than cutting the fat and the nonessentials. His actions
their
votes. We must show Montgomery that we are not
are immoral, fiscally irresponsible and self-serving. At
stupid.
Are we listening, voters of Alabama?
best, he is threatening the voters of Alabama.
His mandate is to represent the educational welfare
of Alabama's schoolchildren. Not providing money for Barbara H. Gordon
Hartselle, Ala.

Dear Anyone Who Reads This Paper,
My name is Donnie Wells, Jr., local music director
1
.
.
.-A for your very own campus radio station, WLJS 91.9
FM, 92-5. Everyone settled into their schedules. setMell! Ran
tled into their rooms, etc? Yeah? Good. Now go get
Freshman
OFF
YOUR BUTTS and down to your favorite local
Undecided
music
venues. Why? Because this year, and now
"Yes, hrcrtu.\r !(,at1.sit irt garizes
more
so
than ever, the buzz in the local music scene has
near 11aol1leI krio~i.,fi.ornsclzool. '
grown to a roar. Bands like Suburban Love Junkies,
Ethan and Haste are very much on the verge of blowing
up. And lest we forget about the up-and-coming acts
that also need support: Half-Down Thomas. SDB.
Savait. Twinick. Caddle and Idiot, just to name a few.
But what's that you say? You don't want to waste
your hard-earned cash by taking a gamble on some noname band you've never heard of?
Ah. but that is why we at 92J have a show designed
ESPECIALLY FOR THAT REASON. Every Friday
from 5-7 p.m, Yours Truly will spin the very CDs that
these bands are pushing in order to further themselves
Brady Thrower
in their musical endeavors. In addition, be on the lookSenior
out
for a FREE newsletter devoted to giving you band
Ph! sisal edu::aticsn
updates.
calendars and a plethora of other
" I / / j i ' ? i;. ??ie ~ l t ~ i l ~ . ~ ~ ~ / l ~ ~concert
~
shwag
to
feast
your
broke-college-student eyes upon.
til~-o:cgho::r
i . ~ i i l i ! ~it.ns
~ / , tlip hest
i ' i . ~ ei,ci'
srcti "
Want to find a smokin' band to play at your frat party or
get together with your buds? I'll have an email address
for you in the newsletter for you to make that happen,
P..,
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Miss JSU shares her passions
-

By Katja Sunnarborg
The Chanticleer Features Editor

It is that time of the year
again when a new Miss
America is chosen from among
51 women from each state and
the District of Columbia. Next
Saturday, ABC will air the
competition, and one who will
be watching and cheering foiMiss Alabama is Miss JSU,
Katie Clifton. I wanted to sit
down with her to recall some of
the things that she has gone
through the past year. and to
find out what is going on in her
life at the moment.

Chanticleer: Hi, How are you?
Katie: I'm great (laughs).
Chanticleer: Tell me about
yourself?
Katie: Well, I just turned 21
and hmmm ... I have double
major, English and communication, my concentration is
radioITV. but umm ... I don't
know .. . I might like to write
one day too, maybe children's
books.
Chanticleer: How has the past
year been as Miss JSU?
Katie: It has been the most
exciting, exhausting, exhilarating, tiring and amazing experience in my life. It has been
incredible. I didn't realize that
one year could be packed with
so much stuff. It's been great
though. I wouldn't trade any of
the experiences I've had for
anything.
Chanticleer: Tell me about
some of the things you had to
do?
Katie: In June I went and competed in the Miss Alabama
pageant. and that was incredihie

There
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So what
about
the kiss?
By Katja Sunnarbor
The Chanticleer
Features Editor

The Chant~cleerIKatjaSunnarborg

Katie Clifton, Miss JSU 2003, prepares for her live morning show at the studios of WJXS-TV24 in Self Hall.

young woman, she was a lot
fun to be around with. It's kind
of neat to know that this
Saturday I'm going to be able
to watch Miss America Pageant
on TV and say, "hey I know
that girl" (laughs).
Chanticleer: What opportunities has being Miss JSU given
you?
Katie: I had a lot of opportunities to 20 and s ~ e a kto different

met during the past year?
Katie: You need to give me a
second with this one (laughs).
Well, actually, (pause) a lot of
opportunities that I have had.
have come through hot just
from being Miss JSU. but also
working for the television station. TV24. Uh .. . I think it
was last October or November
that I actually got a chance to

You know when people ask me
that, usually the first thing I tell
them is that I had no ~ d e atwo
years ago where I fiould be
now One of the best partr
about life IS that if you just sit
back and trust that everything
is gomg to go OK as long as
you believe in what you're supposed to belleke In, and as long
as you have faith in yourself

amazing for the amount of
scholarships it gives out every
year.
Chanticleer: The first question
again. Tell me what kind of
person you are?
Katie: I am (pause) . . . blessed.
I have been blessed. When I
think about. as a freshman, the
goals I had set for myself, and
now I'm sitting here less than

o n t n A l i h ~ ~ rann d d n u qtnrv
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I think, somehomi. I managed
to be the only one who missed
the famous kiss. This is "THE
kiss" - the one that .everybody
is talking about and will keep
talking about for a long time.
Now I didn't happen to see
it. because we still didn't have
cable in my apartment when
the Video Music Awards aired
on MTV. It took me a few days
to realize what had happened,
and it wasn't until I saw some
magazine covers like those of
Us Weekly and People that I
finally discovered the conversation on everybody's lips.
So they kissed, Madonna and
Britney, on stage right at the
beginning of the VMA's, and
the kiss had some tongue in it
as well. Madonna also kissed
Christina Aguilera. but that
wasn't so special since there
was no tongue involved.
Us Weekly even put a body
language expert, Dr. Lillian
Glass. on the assignment to tell
people what was really going
on. "Madonna's mouth is open
to receive Britney's tongue,
whereas she's more guarded
with Christina because her
mouth is closed," and this goes
on and on, scene by scene,
according to what "Glass
says."
R , , t the ~ x r h n l e nnint i r t h ~
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pageant. and that was incredible. There were 49 other girls
that competed with me and it
was just amazing to look
around and know that one of us
was going to go to the Miss
America Pageant. Actually.
Catherine Crosby, the girl that
won Miss Alabama. she shared
the dressing room with me.
Very nice, very intelligent

Katie: I had a lot of opportunities to go and speak to different
organizations.
clubs
and
schools, mostly about my platM.A.P.P.,
form which i
Meetlng Alzheimer's Patients
and People. So that has been
exciting - to talk to people and
share my passion about
Alzheimer's patients.
Chanticleer: Who is the most
interesting person you have

that I actually got a chance to
go to Auburn and do a story
about President Bush when he
came
to
endorse
the
Republican Party. And um . . .
that was neat, that was a lot of
fun. Those are the types of
things that you're never going
to forget.
Chanticleer: What plans do
you have for the future?
Katie: That is a good question.

as you have faith in yourself.
But I don't know. there are
plans and goals that I have kind
of set, but for the most part I'm
just going to sit back and enjoy
the ride (both laughing).
C h a n t i ~ 1 e e r : ~ W h amade
t
you
participate in beauty contests in
the first place?
Katie: Scholarships. The Miss
Alabama Scholarship Pageant
organization is absolutely

now I'm sitting here less than
year away from my graduation,
I think about all the things I
have been able to do, all the
people I've been able to meet,
all the opportunities TV24 has
given me, and not least of those
is Miss JSU, and I just think
about.al1 those things that have
come my way and how blessed
I've been, and that is the only
word 1 can think of - blessed.

Legend Johnny Cash is remembered
-

By ~ i r n x b b o f i ~ ~
The Orlando Senbnel (KRT)

Somehow. it's hard to imagine
that death finally managed to
wrap its arms around Johnny
Cash.
The Man in Black, who died
Friday at 7 1 from complications
related to diabetes, just carried

himself with that kind of presence.
It all started with that voice.
His sonorous baritone, quavering with a mixture of determination and vulnerability, delivered
classic country songs such as "I
Walk the Line," "Folsom Prison
Blues" and "Cry. Cry. Cry" with
cinematic scope.

Dallas Morning NewsIMichael Ainsworth

Legendary singer-songwriter Johnny Cash died Friday due to complications from
diabetes.

His powerful personality transcended labels and generations.
whether it was introducing Bob
Dylan to prime-time TV audiences in the 1960s or interpreting Nine Inch Nails to establish
his credibility on MTV.
"Johnny Cash is Johnny Cash,
and that's the highest praise you
can give a ,guy," legendary Sun
Records founder Sam Phillips.
who died earlier this summer,
told the Orlando Sentinel last
year. "To be distinctive."
Beyond the music, Cash's
combination of an independent
mind; strong religious convictions and destructive human
shortcomings made him a character with competing spiritual
and earthly sides.
"I believe what I say. but that
don't necessarily make me
right," the singer told Rolling
Stone in 2000. "There's nothing
hypocritical about it. There is a
spiritual side to me that goes
real deep, but I confess right up
front that I'm the biggest sinner
of them all."
Like the faces on ,Mount
Rushmore or Elvis Presley. the
gravelly voiced country star is
being remembered today as a
uniquely American icon.
"He sang about people who
were oppressed, poor people,
working people. social causes,"
said Randy Noles. author of
"Ormge Blossom Boys," a historical book about "The Orange
Blossom Special," one of the
songs that Cash helped make
famous. "He wasn't like any
country-western singer I'd ever
heard before."
Noles. 48, discovered Cash on

the 1960s TV varlety show the licity.
"This is the first time I've
singer hosted on ABC. He had
tuned in to see folksinger Bob been here without my baby,"
Dylan. but was surprised to be Cash said. "The pain of a loss
like that, it's just indescribable.
mesmerized by Cash instead.
"Dylan was the coolest thing I But this is part of the healing
could imagine. but when I process for me. And I know
watched the show it turned out June is here with us, because
it wasn't Bob Dylan that she loved this place and she
impressed me, it was Cash. The loved all of you."
Even in failing health, Cash
show was so raw and dark and
real. It was very stark and he continued to find solace in
was very stark, like somebody music as he had since childreached through the black-and- hood.
He was born Feb. 26, 1932, in
white TV set. grabbed me by the
collar and said, 'You have to Kingsland, Ark. His father, Ray,
was a sawmill and railway
watch this."'
Cash's death comes after the worker who moved the family
loss of his second wife and ~ o u l - ~to Dyess. Ark., to work as part
mate June Carter Cash, who of a federal project to reclaim
died at 73 on May 15 after a swampland near the Mississippi
critical illness following heart River. The family's rugged rural
valve surgery. Those close to the existence would become the
couple say her death was a blow fodder for several memorable
songs.
for Cash.
Cash sang about a childhood
It was June Carter Cash who
saved her husband's life and memory in the 1959 hit "Five
career in the late 1960s, when Feet High and Risin'," as well
his music was going off the as "Pickin' Time," "Christmas
tracks because of drug addiction As I Knew It" and "Cisco
and irrational outbursts. In a Clifton's Filling Station."
famous incident. he once kicked The story is that rock 'n' roll
out the footlights on the stage of pioneer Carl Perkins wrote
"Daddy Sang Bass" about the
the Grand Ole Opry.
She helped him kick amphet- Cash family.
By the time he was a teen. he
amines cold turkey by relentlessly searching the couple's was writing his own songs,
Tennessee home to find the pills inspired by the country music
and flush them down the toilet. he heard on the radio. While he
She also introduced him to fun- was in high school, he sang on
the Arkansas radio station
damentalist Christianity.
Cash spoke about his wife at KLCN.
Later, he moved to Detroit to
a brief. unannounced concert
performance recently near the work briefly in an auto factory
Carter family home in Hiltons.
Va.. a show that drew several
thousand fans without any pubSee Cash, page 6

says."
But the whole point is the
tongue. What if Britney wouldn't have opened her mouth?
Would this' still be such a
shocking thing then? Would the
media still be showing magnifications of the kiss? Would the
media still care, and more
importantly, would we the
audience care?
To me it seems like the kiss
was just a stunt to get more
attention for both Madonna and
Britney. What I do know is that
Britney is coming out with a
new record, and Madonna didn't do too well with her last
one. I guess it doesn't hurt to
kiss a fellow artist at the beginning of an on-air awards ceremony, while singing "Like a
Virgin."
I personally couldn't care less
why they kissed, or even that
they kissed at all. I still admire
Madonna for her career in the
music industry, yet I do not
always like her music - and
this goes for Britney, too. Still,
it is something that our generation likes to see. We are not so
guarded anymore. and people
are very open-minded, even
when it invglves two women
kissing.
I liked what Kim Cattrall told
Us Weekly about the kiss,
"They're both two amazing
women, but they're both too
heterosexual." It is true; it
doesn't make sense. other than
for marketing reasons. You
would think it's more like two
college-aged girls experimenting, only one of the girls is a
45-year-old mother of two. If it
weren't Madonna, ^I would use
the word tasteless. but I won't.
I happened to look on the
Internet to see what my country's media thought about the
kiss. I wasn't surprised to see it
wasn't on the front page on any
papers, but I was surprised that
some papers didn't mention it
at all. I guess we already saw
this with TATU, those two girls
from Russia who pretended to
be lesbians.
The fact is. it didn't work
with them, so why should it
work with Madonna and
Britney?
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Stsopid News
LONDON - A protester rolled a nut to Prime Minister Tony
Blair's doorstep with hls nose on Friday, completing a 7-mile
(1 1 %kilometer) journey across London, almed at highlighting
the issue of student debt.
Mark McGowan, 37, crawled on his hands and knees for 11
days as he pushed the nut from Goldsmiths College in southeast
London to Downing Street using his nose.
"I wanted to do something that was particularly difficult, so I
thlnk I've proved the polnt there," said McGowan, who wore a
bandage on the tip of his nose. He had spent eight hours a day
since Sept. 1 pushing the nut through the capital.
McGowan gave the nut to a member of Blair's office with a letter asking the Prime Minister to accept it as payment for his
15,000 pounds (US$24,000) of student debt. He plans to start a
master's degree in art history at Goldsmiths College in October.
"I've got a sore nc;se, but hopefully I've paid it (the debt) off,"
McGowan told Sky News, "I handed the nut in. ... At least I've
made my point, and I think that's important."
Asked whether McGowan's debt would be canceled in return
for the nut, Blair's office said it was "not for us to be involved in
his financial dealings."
HARRISBURG, Pa. -The dripping package of garbage showed
up on Connie Striegel's porch four days before Christmas.
Although it was covered with holiday gift-wrapping and bore a
return address of "Santa," it was anything but a present.
Inside were rotten oranges, banana peels, hairballs, a used sanitary napkin and a letter signed by Robin Troy, a Pittsburgh
woman unhappy with her neighbors, tenants of Striegel's apartment building.
Under a previous landlord, Striegel's apartment building had
problems with drugs? prostitution and wild parties. Troy sought
help from Striegel's husband, Brian, the building manager, for a
problem with a tenant who kept putting trash at the curb days
before it was due to be picked up, giving stray animals extra time
to scatter it.
By December 2001, according to the appeals court decision,
Troy decided to take a different approach. She and her mother
collected some of the garbage. packed it up and mailed it to the
Striegels' home in Cranbeny Township, Butler County.
Troy was convicted of disorderly conduct in March 2002 and
fined $300 by a district justice. She appealed to the Butler
County Court of Common Pleas, where Judge John H. Brydon
upheld her conviction in October 2002, but lowered the fine to
$25.
Troy, 41, a hotel housekeeping supervisor. said in a phone interview Friday that she now believes she was wrong to send trash
through the mail. These days, when she has a problem with trash
from a neighborhood property. she said she delivers it to the landlord in person. "The last time I took the garbage out, I made sure
to rip the bag open and put it on their lovely manicured lawn,"
Troy said. "And the police have never called me."
HELLAM. Pa. - The Haines Shoe House, an architectural oddity that has been turning heads since an eccentric shoe company
owner had it bdilt in the late 1940s, is being sold for use as a

My Morning Jacket

Rancid

It Still Moves

Indestructible

****
Review by Nick Mackay

Review by Nick Mackay

The Chanticleer Staff Writer
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Courtesy RCA

--

Courtesy Epitaph

As I'm sure many of you have
heard, this week the world lost
one of the true greats of
American music, the Man in
Black, Johnny Cash. I mention
this because everyone should
know the legacy Cash left
behind and realize that he is,
without a doubt, one of the
coolest human beings ever to
grace God's green earth. I also
mention this because the
Kentucky five-piece band, My
Morning Jacket, features keyboardist Danny Cash, a distant
relative of the great man. And
with the release of their latest
record, "It Still Moves," MMJ is
doing an impressive job of living up to the Cash name.
Led by singer-songwriterproducer Jim James, MMJ has
recorded one devilishly beautiful piece of Americana. The
album opens with the riotous
"Mahgetah," but it's the second
track, "Dancefloors," that really
kicks off the album. It waltzes
and rocks like The Band saying
goodbye to 1976 in a dusty old
barn, while Track 3, "Golden,"
has Hank Williams written all
over it. It's a clever little country
song that disguises the fact that
it's really about drinking and

vengeance. James' voice wobbles over the line "People
always told me1 Bars are dark
and lonely."
But like the most popular girl
in high school, there are downsides to being pretty and clever.
Track 6, "I Will Sing You a
Song," is way too basic a nursery rhyme for this album, and
James is a much better songwriter than the man who penned
the line, "I will sing to ypu of
greater things1 Money, gold and
diamond rings."
Although the album drags
slightly through the latter stages,
Track 11, "Steam Engine," is an
absolute gem hidden away at the
end of the album. It's a charming love note surrounded by guitars that sound like they have
been dipped in honey, and when
James sings, "Your skin looks
good in moonlight1 and goddam
those shaky knees1 the fact that
my heart is beating/ is all the
proof you need," your heart will
melt. All in all, "It Still Moves"
is just like the way you see your
girlfriend or boyfriend when
you have been away from each
other for a week or two: refreshing, warm. comfortable and
absolutely gorgeous.

Rich Robinson of The Black posers like Good Charlotte to
Crowes once said that there is shame. "Out of Control" is a
no new music. He said he inter- ripper of a punk song that
prets Keith Richards the same recalls Motorhead, while The
way Keith Richards interpreted Clash's reggae influences are
Muddy Waters. Well, whether evident on "Arrested in
or not this is true is another .Shanghai."
debate entirely, but he does "Tropical London" is one of a
have a point. Every band draws number of breakup songs writinfluences from somewhere, ten by Armstrong for his former
and the world of punk rock is wife Brody Armstrong (lead
singer-guitarist
for
The
no exception.
In the opening song on the new Distillers), who dumped him
album by punk stalwarts for Queens of the Stone Age's
Rancid,
"Indestructible," Josh Homme. The bile is there,
Singer-guitarist Tim Armstrong and his heart was definitely
sings, "I'll keep listening to the broken. "If you lose me, you
great Joe Strummer/ 'Cause lose a good thing." he screechthrough music we can live for- es.
Through 19 songs Rancid
ever." While Rancid will never
really be able to live up to the attempt to remind us how punk
legendary status of Strummer bands should play - fast, loud
and The Clash, they do a fine and very simply. With bands
job of carrying on the flag for like A Simple Plan and Good
Charlotte doing their best to
punk bands today.
give
punk rock a bad name,
"Indestructible" is a good
Rancid
are still doing it for the
old-fashioned Mohawk singkicks.
Although
great punk
along that pushes the quality of
albums
are
difficult
to come by
their 1995 landmark release
and
this
is
by
no
means a
"... And Out Come the
Wolves." While the highlight of great punk album - I'm sure
the album is the first single, Joey, Dee Dee and Joe are
"Fall Back Down," there are looking down (or up) upon
several moments throughout what Rancid are trying to do
the album that put MTV punk and smiling.

from Cash, page 5

Accompanied by the
Tennessee Two, guitarist
Luther Perkins and upright
bassist Marshall Grant, Cash
recorded classic songs with
Phillips: "Cry, Cry, Cry";
"Big River"; and "I Walk the
Line."
T h e music melded the
episodic stories of traditional
country songs with the raucous twang and syncopated

Nelson, Waylon Jennings and
Kris Kristofferson to push the
boundaries of the studio gloss
that dominated country music
until the 1970s.
Two decades later, Cash
would play songs by Tom
Petty and Nine Inch Nails on
a series of
critically
acclaimed roots albums created in an unlikely alliance with
rap producer Rick Rubin.

before enlisting in the military as a radio operator in
Germany during the Korean
War.
After the war, Cash was
selling washing machines in
Memphis, Tenn.. when h e
nervously
approached
Phillips for an audition at Sun
Records.
"V-I.
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gious symbolism and new
footage of the ailing Cash, his
face weathered and fingers
trembling.
Despite health problems,
Cash was w o r h n g relentlessly o n material for a new
album at the time of his death.
"He think he still strikes
people like he did me when I
was 15," Noles said. "This
generation sees the same
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ity that has been turning heads since an eccentric shoe company
owner had it bdilt in the late 1940s. is being sold for use as a
snack bar and antique shop.
The buyer, Carleen Farabaugh, said the historical value of the
25-foot-high beigestucco building, visible from U.S. Route 30 in
eastern York County, is what attracted her and husband Ronald to
it.
Settlement on the purchase from Charles and Ruth Miller, who
have owned it for eight years, is scheduled for Monday.
Farabaugh declined to disclose the selling price, but it had been
listed at $129.000.
The shoe house was built by Mahlon N. Haines, whose Haines
Shoe Co. once boasted more than 40 stores in central
Pennsylvania and northern Maryland.
Along with the honeymoon suite in the toe. where newlyweds
once were allowed to stay for free. it also contains two other bedrooms, two bathrooms, kitchen: a living room and stained glass
windows with shoe images.
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Sigma Alpha Lambda national leadership & honors organization is seeking motivated students to begin a campus chapter. 3.0 GPA req. Contact:
rminere salhonors.org
Need a position filled? Call
782-5712 and place your classified ad today!

"

Call 782-57 12,

Furnished room for rent,
quiet country setting on horse
farm. All utilities and use of
washer and dryer included. 3
miles from campus. $250
month with deposit. References
required. Daytime 435-1610.
E\ ening 435-5010.
Farm house, on private road.
2 bed, 2 bath: $600 mo.
Daytime 435-1610. Evening
435-5010.

Are you a travel agency with
Spring Break specials?
Advertise them here by calling
782-5712.

LOSTAND FOUND
Did Fluffy run away over the
weekend? Find a baby on
your doorstep? Call 782-5712
to solve the mystery today!
*

Graduating? Moving out?
Need some extra cash? Sell
your stuff in the classifieds by
calling 782-5712!

Yrrlullllvu
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Fraternities - Sororities
Clubs - Student Groups

Classifieds

Campus rate: $4.00 for 20 words
10 cents each add. word.
($6/20 words off-campus)

Nanny wanted. Single mom
looking for responsible female
student for 2 children. For
evening hours and some weekends. Compensation includes
spacious nanny's studio w/private entrance less than one
mile from campus. Must have
transportation. For more info
call Cherris, 782-3555.

.
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country
songs
with
the
raued
in
an
unlikely
alliance
with
was 15," Noles said. "This
Records.
generation sees the same
"You could tell he was a cous twang and syncopated rap producer Rick Rubin.
The video for "Hurt," the things in him that I did.
very internal guy," Phillips beats of rock-a-billy. It was
said last year. "You could tell just the beginning of a career Trent Reznor song on Cash's There's just this totally honhe was a person who was that would continually blur most recent album, garnered est, totally real voice. Trends
very earthy in a way, yet boundaries, often to the con- airplay on VH1, MTV and come and go, but the real
CMT. It's a poignant combi- stuff holds up. He was defihighly religious. I don't know sternation of country purists.
In the 1960s, Cash was nation of vintage clips, reli- nitely the real thing."
if a word from the Bible was
among
the few in Nashville to
spoken, but you could tell he
openly
embrace a scruffywas a person of conviction.
looking
folksinger named
He had this feeling about
Bob Dylan, inviting him to
him."
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester with a proven Campus
He also had a voice like appear on his weekly TV
variety
series
and
singing
harFundraiser 3 hour fundraising event. Our free programs
none that Phillips had ever
mony
on
"Girl
From
the
make fundraising easy with no risks. Fundraising dates
heard.7 told him, 'I know
are filling quickly, so get with the program! It works.
one thing, if I don't get some- North Country" on Dylan's
thing out of you, it will be my "Nashville Skyline."
Contact CampusFundraiser at (888) 923-3238, or visit
He inspired iconoclastic
fault because that voice is diswww.campusfundraiser.com
outlaws such as Willie
tinctive. "'
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BeatingAroundtheBush

Crossword
.

ACROSS
1 Med care plan
4 The Screens
dramatist
9 Chr stmas tune
14 McKeller of The
Lord o* t l e
R~ngs
15 Pontlflcate
16 Maytag rival
17 Palns n the
neck
19 Chew nolslly
20 One fisherman
21 Protection from
the elements
23 Nerve gaps
25 Breakfasted
26 H~larlousfellow
27 Center In hooos
32 Spoils
34 Ray of 'Battle
Cry"
35 Teamsters rlg
36 Large vase
37 Cassava dish
40 -GI0
41 Aries Or Taurus
43 Marshes
44 Trees for dates
46 Composition
wr~ter
48 Chap
49 Egt -Syr once
50 W~seacres
54 Certa~n
executtoners
58 Magazine plece
59 Ho s hello
60 Chanpagne
cooler
62 Calendar page
63 Road worker
64 Way ln abbr
65 I rn outta herel
66 Garbo or Borg
67 The way in
China
DOWN
1 Small
suggestions
2 Base-stealer
Wills
3 Fr~esalternawe
4 Grldlron uprigit
3 Hemingway or
Borgnine
6 Mother-of-pearl

32003 Tribe Media Pervrer Inc

AII rlgms e s e w

7 Sei~e
summer
8 Hardy lass
9 Regamed

$O1utlons

CO~SCIOUS~~SS

10 Charms
11 Talk w~ldly
12 A slngle tlrne
13 Bolger and
Haley s co-star
18 K~lledas a
dragon
22 Hurrcanes
aftermath
24 EMS dev~ces
28 Nupt~alvows
29 G golo s date?
30 L~keradios
31 G~ltarlst
Lofgrer
32 Mfslead~ig
dev~ce
33 "Battle Cry
author
34 Tarzans fr~ends
38 lgn~ted
39 Opening
32 Childishly
d~sobed~ent

45 Blt of tomfoolery
47 Motorcycle
maker
48 Dressed
51 Tara Road"
writer Blnchy
52 "Marla -"

53
54
55
56

Altercat~on
Bao actors
Lotion fngred~ent
'But answer
came there 57 Small d r l n ~ s
61 Crow cry

.

Need some extra cash?
The Chanticleer is looking for
writers to cover campus
features
call 782-8192

b~c~re~~~~a,ie~&~rianst~n,

call f 62-81YZ

By Lasha Seniuk
Knight R~dderNewspapers (KRT)

weekly horoscope sept. 22-28
~~i~~ (
~ 2 1- ~ ~ ~ ~20).
~
~
~ relations
~ willi begin
l a
peridd of calm expansion and
renewed commitment. strongly
expressed opinions, controversial decisions or group obligations will no longer be ignored.

sured by deadlines, corporate
policies or ethical standards.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct. 23). Early
this week, previously silent
i ~business
l
h officials may propose
~revised contracts or detailed
partnerships. Many Librans will
be asked to expand their circle
of workplace influence. Don't
be
Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 22). Key

your advice or leadership abilities over the next six days. At
present, hidden workplace politics and conflicting priorities
may create complicated group
expectations.

Sagittarius (Nov. 23-Dec. 21).
Previously derailed relationships will now move forward.
Before next week, expect loved
ones or long-term friends to
outline their fears, expectations

Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 20).
Seductive
invitations
are
accented over the next few
days. Early Monday, respond
quickly to unique flirtations or
unexpected compliments. Many
Capricorns will soon begin a
phase of heightened sensuality
and rekindled faith in long-term
commitment.
Aquarius (Jan. 2 1-Feb. 19).
Shared agreements will now

Taurus (April 21-May 20).
Before midweek, romantic and
social invitations are unreliable.
Expect friends and lovers to
present scattered ideas, misinformation or invalid facts. Be
flexible and wait for canceled
group events to be rescheduled.
Gemini (May 21-June 21).
Over the next four days, financia1 messages may be misleading. Wait for potential partners
or new employers to clarify
their positions or offer reliable
numbers. After Thursday, a
romantic flirtation or new relationship may dramatically
deepen.
Cancer (June 22-July 22).
Authority figures may be
unusually focused on rules, regulations or procedures this
week. Complex issues of ownership,' seniority or legal permissions may be underlying
concerns.
Leo (July 23-Aug. 22). Love
relationships will be complicated but exciting over the next
few days. Potential lovers and
long-term partners may offer
unexpected invitations. Trust
your instincts and go slow.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22).
Mentors or older advisers may
provide misinformation early
this week. At present, authority
figures may feel uniquely pres-

Tuesday, expect complex property or business contracts to
become workable, streamlined
and predictable.

Pisces (Feb. 20-March 20).
Colleagues and long-term
friends will now address issues
of lost ambition or disinterest.
Remain patient and expect orhers to take extra time describing
their ideas, opinions or needs.

OPEN AT 6 PM MONDAY - SATURDAY
FOOD SERVED TI1 10 MON - WED.
FOOD SERVED TI1 3 A M THURS. - SAT.
EAT IN OR CARRY OUT

EVERY MONDAY NlGHT
eNFL *5 ALL U CAN EAT WINGS @$3PITCHERS

HOAGIES
GARLIC GRILLED THEN OVEN BAKED

EVERY WEDNESDAY NIGHT
@$2WELLS $2 DOMESTICS
EVERY THURSDAY NIGHT
@LADIESNIGHT W/DJ BLAKE @LADIESNO COVER!!!
@$2BEERS & LIQUOR SPECIALS
BRAND NEW SHOOTER BAR & BEER TUBS

.PHILLY CHEESESTEAK 0BBQ CHICKEN

SALADS
.GREEK SALAD .CHICKEN GREEK
.TACO SALAD .CHICKEN CAESAR
GRILLED CHICKEN SALAD .BBQ SALAD
.CHEF SALAD .CAJUN CHICKEN

SANDWICHES
.REUBEN.CHICKEN GYROaBLT .PATTY MELT
.CORDON BLUE .TURKEY REUBEN .SHRIMP
POBOY .HAM & CHEESE .CAROLINA BURGER
.CAJUN CHICKEN .GYRO .CLUB 0BBQ
.CHICKEN SALAD GRILLED CHICKEN
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SDO~~S
Fan support
in full force at
JSU-UNA
game
J. Wilson Guthrie
The Chanticleer

Well the Gamecock football team lost this weekend.
They lost to a DII team and
since once you become a
sports writer then an editor
everyone wants your opinion
of the game. And I told
everyone that we should not
have a problem with the team
except that they were VERY
fast. And they were, just a little too fast.
So we lost. I am going to
go out on a limb here and say
that we might just beat
Kansas. I know. I know we
are the underdogs. I think
this team will rebound well,
especially under Mayo.
And don't get me wrong I
Yike Maurice, he is a great
quarterback, but I think in a
game like this we need to go
with experiance, and Mayo
has it.
But since I didn't have to
write this game for anyone I
got to do something that I
haven't gotten to do in quite a
while and that was be a spectator at the JSU game. And a
home game
- none the less.
I had some unfortunate
things happen last week and I
needed something hke this to
take my mind off it And boy
did it
There were h u ~ e

.
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JSU wins at home, Cary MVP
By Michael Vaughan 11
The Chant~cleerStaff Writer

Jacksonville State volleyball
came home from a tough road
swing that saw them go 2-2.
They returned to host the Papa
John's
Jacksonville
State
Invitational. as they brought in
Belmont.
Davidson
and
E\ ansville.
In the end, none were strong
enough to overcome the
Gamecocks, as JSU went 3-0 to
up their record to 6-2 on the
year. The All-Tournament Team
was comprised of Lacy Haller
(Evansville).
Lindsay
Clel eland (Belmont), Latisha
Chapman (Davidson), Nicole
Tonelli (Davidson), Shari
Weyer (JSU) and Christina
Cary (JSU), who was also
named tournament MVP.
JSU faced the Aces from
Evansville in the first match,
and those Aces were ready for
the challenge, as they pushed
the series to five games before
JSU finally prevailed 25-30,
30-24, 30-23. 26-30 and 16-14.
JSU led game one 12-8 before
Evansville shot on a 17-5 streak
to take the game. Game two
featured
separate
6- 1
Gamecock runs as JSU never
trailed.
The third game was back and
forth, until a 16-3 JSU streak

iced it. JSU had things well in
hand in game four, leading 2624, when Evansville scored the
final six points to force game
five.
In the fifth game, Shari
Weyer had four big kills in a
short span, and Sara Tognetti
came off the bench to score
three straight aces, as JSU held
off a furious comeback attempt.
"I try to play off my team,"
said Weyer. "I do feel I get
stronger as the game goes on,
but then so do all of us."
JSU played again that
evening in a game many
Gamecocks felt was a "remember-me" affair against Belmont,
an old Atlantic Sun rival.
Belmont came in 0-6 on the
year and it showed, as JSU
completely
destroyed the
Bruins, 30-13,30-24 and 30-21.
The Gamecocks came out on
a tear in the first game, scoring
nine of the first ten points, and
never looked back. Belmont
attempted to answer in game
two, and held a brief 11-9 lead.
Jacksonville State then
crushed any opposition with
another huge blitz, this time
outscoring the Bruins 13-3, and
they cruised the rest of the way.
Game three was anti-climatic,
as JSU pulled out early and ran
away with the three-game
sweep.

Gary takes OVC Player
l o f t h e WeekandMVP

1

The final match came
Saturday against the Davidson
Wildcats. The Cats proved to
be very wild as they pushed a
very weary Gamecock team to
the limit, but JSU won again in
five by scores of 31-29, 19-30,
30-24, 24-30, and 15-10. After
a close first game, Davidson
had something to prove, and
they did with a 16-4 span in the
second.
After exchanging wins in the
third and fourth games, the
Gamecocks pulled ahead in the
fifth behind a nice crowd to eke
out the victory.
"We played with a lot of attitude, which is great," said Rick
Nold. "We have good players
off the bench, and we need that
spark in close games."
"While we didn't play our
best all game, we stepped it up
in the fifth game, and that's our
plan,"
said
Jennifer
Brenneman. "If you push us to
five, our conditioning takes
over."
"I worked hard, but honestly
The Chant~cleeriM~chael
Vaughan II
feel I didn't deserve it," said A Gamecock goes up for the kill during the Papa John's Jacksonville State
Cary about her tournament Invitational volleyball tournament last weekend.
MVP award. "There were more travels to another invitational
The
Gamecocks
play
players on the team that did bet- tournament at Alabama.
Alabama Friday at noon, folter, especially Suzi (Terrell).
"If we play tough, we can lowed by the UAB Blazers at 5.
She did a great job, but didn't win a few," said Nold. "The They close out the tourney
get anything, and I'm a little fact that it is on the road makes against Georgia Southern
disappointed (about that)."
it tougher, but it's not too insur- Saturday at 11 a.m.
The volleyball team now mountable."

Gamecocks on track
a a m ~ m m

I-----

take my mind off it. And boy
did it. There were huge
crowds of people and that was
great.
Folks were outside BBQing
and tailgating. The fraternities and sororities were out in
full force and so was the JSU
student populace.
It was great. I enjoyed it,
especially finally being able
to heckle other teams. Even
though we lost I still got to
yell insults and just down
right create a hostile environment for the other team.
And I think everyone
should. Teams should fear
coming to JSU to play, not
only because of the teams but
because of the supportive
crowd atmosphere.
Coach Crowe even commented on what a great feeling it was to see such a great
support of Gamecock football. And Coach Howe told
me the other day that the
crowds at the soccer games
have been good by comparisson too.
Could the students of this
town FINALLY becoming
unapathetic enough to get off
their butts and ' do something?? Something other than
drink and party and go to
school (sometimes).
Maybe. Maybe things are
changing. People are seeing
that the goveronment does not
give a damn about schools
r . popunor will they e ~ ~ eThe
lation is getting older and
older so why would they care
about kids and college student?
But anyways good job JSU.
Very seldom do I say that,
usually I am complaining and
saying get off your rears and
do something and you did.
But being the pessimist that
I am, I have to say that I have
said "Great Job" to you
before and you made me out
to be a liar. I hope that this
time you make me out to be a
liar because I really don't
think the student support will
continue.

of the Week and MVP

after early losses

From staff reports

NASHVILLE - Jacksonville State
senior Christina Cary has been named
the Ohio Valley Conference Offensive
Player of the Week for her performance
in the past four Gamecock volleyball
matches, the league office announced
late Monday.
Cary recorded a hitting percentage of
.441, while committing only 10 attack
errors on the week, as she helped Jax State to a 3-1 record.
including three straight wins in tournament action.
The hitterblocker from San Francisco, Calif. averaged
3.47 kills and 0.65 blocks per game, while also serving up
ten aces. Cary has hit .300 or better in seven of eight matches thus far and leads the OVC with a .429 attack average.
She was named Tournament Most Valuable Player at the
Papa John's JSU Volleyball Invitational after the Gamecocks
posted wins over Evansville, Belmont and Davidson.

Track team performs
well at Mississippi meet
From staff reports

STARKVILLE, Miss.-Jacksonville
State finished second in both the men's and women's cross country meets over
the weekend at Mississippi State. Emily Hulse was the first
woman ever to finish under 20 minutes with a time of 19:28,
and finished 10th in the 5K. Mackenzie Hayes finished just
over 20 minutes in 13th place, with a time of 20:25.
On the men's side, Ashenafi Arega placed first among JSU
men in fourth place overall with a time of 26:30 in the 8K
run. Arega's brother Yibeltal placed seventh with a time of
27:16.
The rest of the JSU cross country team schedule is as follows:
Sept. 19
Oct. 4
Oct. 17
Nov. 1
Nov. 15
Nov. 24

Crimson Classic
Rhodes College
UTC
OVC Conference
NCAA Regionals
NCAA Championships

Tuscaloosa, Ala. .
Memphis, Tenn.
Chattanooga, Tenn.
Murray, Ky.
Auburn, Ala.
Cedar Falls, Iowa

JSU's soccer team bounds back to handle Lipscomb 7-0, on three-game streak
By Michael Vaughan II
The Chanticleer Staff Writer

Jacksonville State soccer
went through some growing
pains in their first two games,
an expected occurrence for
such a young team.
That growth period has
become a power surge lately as
the Gamecocks defeated visiting Lipscomb (0-4) by a three
goals to none tally on Friday
night at the coliseum field.
JSU is now 2-0 all time against
the Bison, outscoring them by
a 7-0 margin.
Breanne Milne, Kendra
Bischoff and reserve Christina
Simpson scored goals for JSU.
The assists came from Felicia
Guajardo, Joanna McCaughey
and Daniela Malta. Milne
attempted seven shots, Ashley
Smith attempted three, and Liz
Hendricks, Guajardo, Tiffanie
Stewart, McCaughey and
Christina Balint each attempted two shots apiece.
The first half was spent
mainly on Lipscomb's end of
the 'field, as Jacksonville State
attempted eleven shots, hitting
only one. That one came at the
39:45 mark of the game, when
Simpson took a pass from
McCaughey, who received a
pass from Malta.
Simpson then hit the goal, in
what would prove to be the
game winner. McCaughey and
Malta were credited with
assists.
Second-half action saw
more stonewall defense from
the Gamecocks, as the Bison
did not attempt a single shot in
the period. JSU attempted 13
of their own, hitting two.
The first goal came at 75:53,

The ChanticIeerlJ. Wilson Guthrie

Junior defender Krista Fleeger moves the ball up for JSU. Fleeger started 20
games for the Gamecocks last year and continues to become more of an offensive threat.

when Kendra Bischoff hit a
shot from about a third of the
way upfield and put it in, giving JSU a 2-0 lead.
Nine minutes later, Breanne
Milne took Guajardo's setup
and shot past a defender to
close the scoring.
Jacksonville State goalie
Amanda Stephens received the
shutout, but did not record a
save. JSU has not been scored
on in 333 minutes of play, covering three entire games, and
more than half of a fourth.
Two of those three consecutive
shutouts saw the Gamecocks

allow one shot or less.
"If I had to use one word for
the game it would be 'strong,'"
said Milne.
"We're playing well the last
few games, and our confidence
is high," said Simpson. "If we
keep believing in ourselves,
we'll continue to be successful."
"Our goal is to not allow a
shot," said Bischoff. "When
we do what coach says, we
keep putting up goose eggs."

see Soccer, page 10
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Want to take
Gamecock sports
pictures for
The Chanticleer?

JSU

Sports
tandings

By Amado Ortiz
The Chanticleer Staff Writer

even no&
gone ...

I was

'9

The Gamecocks are-sporting new helmets this year,
The sides of the predominately red helmets feature
a smaller version of the
traditional
Gamecock
logo with the letters JSU
above it. The new look
marks the sixth helmet
design in the last four
years.

Bears,

Oh My!

Two of Jacksonville
State's scoring drives
against North Alabama
came off turnovers by the
Lions. Jeremy Wilson
recovered a fumble by the
UNA quarterback, and
Rod Green recovered
another one.

If I only had a

Football
OVC PF PA Overall PF PA Stk.
2-0
75 51 W2
Samford
0-0 0 0
2-1 105 65 W1
0-0 0 0
Tennessee State
Eastern Illinois
0-0 0 0
1-1
27 37 L1
Jacksonville State
0-0 0 0
1-1
25 31 L1
Eastern Kentucky
0-0 0 0
1-2
89 112 L1
Murray State
0-0 0 0
1-2
47 69 L2
Tennessee-Martin
0-0 0 0
1-2
34 97 L2
Tennessee Tech .
0-0 0 0
1-2
62 92 W1
Southeast Missouri
0-0 0 0
0-3
13 66 L3
THIS WEEK'S GAMES
Saturday. Sept. 20
Illinois State at Eastern Illinois - 1:30 p.m. (FOX SN)
Tennessee State vs. Florida A&M ( @ Atlanta) - 3 p.m. (CSS)
Samford at San Diego State - 4 p.m.
Jacksonville State at Kansas - 6 p.m.
Indiana State at Murray State - 6 p.m.
Southwest Missouri at Southeast Missour~- 6 p.m.
Tennessee-Martin at Western lllinols - 6:05 p.m.
Eastern Kentucky at Western Kentucky - 7 p.m. (CSTV)

Call
782-5703
to get in on the
action today!
15 TVs FOR THE FOOTBALL SEASON!

Volleyball
W-L PCT. Stk.
0-0 ,000 Jacksonville State
0-0 ,000 Eastern Kentucky
0-0 ,000 Austin Peay
Morehead State
0-0 ,000 Murray State
0-0 ,000 'Eastern Illinois
0-0 ,000 Samford
0-0 .ooo Tennessee State
0-0 ,000 Tennessee Tech
0-0 ,000 Southeast Missouri
0-0 ,000 Tennessee-Martin
0-0 ,000 Sept. 19
Jacksonville State at Alabama
Jacksonville State at UAB
Sept. 20
Jacksonville State at Ga. Southern
Sept. 24
~acksonvilleState at Samford

W-L

PCT. Stk.

6-2 ,750 W4
7-3 ,700 W6
5-4 ,556 W1
6-4 ,600 W3
2-4 .333 W2
3-7 ,300 L5
3-7 ,300 L1
3-7 ,300 L5
2-5 ,286 W2
1-9 . I 0 0 L2
1-10 .091 L2

*Enjoy Your Meal In Our Skyboxes or
Stadium Seats In Our New
"Family Friendly" Sports Restaurant
*Home Made Bread *German Food Wednesdays

12 noon
5 p.m.
11 a.m.

7 p.m.

Soccer
Redshirt junior Anthony
Mayo will record his first
start of the year. Mayo has
a 4-3
as the
Gamecocks' starting quar-

SoutheastMissouri
Jacksonville State

. ,

F n s t ~ r nlllinnis

I

::zrp

OVC
OVERALL
W-L-T PCT. PTS. GF GA Stk. W-L-T PCT. GF GA Stk.
0-0-0 ,000
0-0-0 .ooo
0-0-0 ,000
0-0-0 .OOO
n-n-n nnn

-

-

0 0
0 0
0 0
0 0
n n

-

-

3-1-2
3-1-2

- 3-1-2
- 3-2-0

-

1-3-1

14
9

10
2

,667
.600

9
10

6
8

TI
TI
W2
W3

5P.1

16

F(

11

,667
,667

from 10 p.m. - 2 a.m.

a

4

-

IGLUIU

a>

LLIC

Gamecocks' starting quarterback.

We>e n o t in
Jmksonville mymore,/
Kansas has the No. 2 pass
efficiency quarterback in
the nation. "We're going
to have all we want in
terms of challenges. It
ought to bring out the best
in us. For this football
team, the lesson is, you
had better be ready to play
your best every time you
go play." - Coach Jack
Crowe

Southeast Missouri
Jacksonville State
Eastern Illinois
Tennessee-Martin
Tennessee Tech
Austin Peay
Morehead State

KAROAOKE!
from 10 p.m. 2 a.m.

0-0-0 ,000
0-0-0 ,000
0-0-0 ,000
0-0-0 ,000
0-0-0 ,000
0-0-0 ,000
0-0-0 ,000

South Alabama Tournament
Jacksonville State at South Alabama
Jacksonville State vs. Alabama A&M

-

Friday & Saturday!!
Come Dance with the
best DJs in town
Mobile, Ala.
Mobile, Ala.

7 p.m.
12 noon

South of Jacksonville on Hwy. 21
8896 McClellan ~ I v d .

435-8175

-rl

new balance
@- =

Follow the yellow

brick road!
JSU is 1-1 against Kansas
teams. The Gamecocks
faced Pittsburgh State
twice. They won in the
'92 Division I1 National
Championship and lost in
the
'91
National
Championship.

Dorothy..

.

Fans traveling to the game
might find something that
reminds
them
of
Jacksonville. Jefferson's,
a delicious restaurant in
downtown
Lawrence,
Kan. is owned by Jax
State alum Jeff Webb.
Jefferson's is famous for
its deep-fried pickles and
hot wings.

804-6PE AM ROAD - JACKSONVILLE
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Gamecocks fall to D-lI North Alabama
By Amado Ortiz
The Chanticleer Staff Writer

JSU hoped history would
repeat itself this past Saturday
against North Alabama by
bringing the Lions out of the
history books to renew the storied Division II rivalry, but
some things are better left
alone.
The D-I1 Lions upended the
Gamecocks 28-16, and Mark
Hudspeth and his team backed
up all the trash talking they had
done all week long.
Usually the Division I-AA
schools have an easy time with
Division I1 'schools, but in instate games anything can happen, and the Lions made sure of
that. Jax State had won the previous eight against UNA and
now have lost two straight to
Division I1 schools since moving to I-AA.
The Lions outgained the
Gamecocks by nearly 150
yards, and Coach Crowe estimated there were at least a
dozen blown coverages in the
game.
Will Hall picked apart a JSU
defense - that two weeks ago
had made two goal-line stands
against A&M - for 295 yards
and four touchdowns.
The Gamecocks led 10-7 at
the half but didn't capitalize on
their red-zone offense. The

Istarter spot

I

Gamecocks were there three game itself, was good, saying
times but only scored one the student attendance, the tailtouchdown, one field goal and gating and the whole event
had another one blocked.
management around the game
The second half was not as was the best he had seen.
favorable. The Gamecocks "That's what makes the game
scored one touchdown after that more disappointing."
junior Anthony Mayo was
This week the Gamecocks
inserted in the game. He have a chance to play spoiler,
orchestrated a 15-play 74-yard and there's not one Gamecock
drive, capped by
Kory who doesn't think they can do
Chapman's 2-yard run that it.
made it 21-16 with 8:31 left in
According to Crowe, "The
the game.
lines between Division I1 and IThen Will Hall went to work, AA and Division IA are vague
converting a 53-yard comple- at best. Here is an example of
tion to Randy Vickers that led to. that: We are now playing a
North Alabama's final touch- Kansas team that has got a quardown and drove the nail terback named Bill Whittemore,
through the JSU coffin.
who was Newcomer of the Year
"I have to have reasons for in the Big 12 last season.
this or something has to be done
"He is clearly the dynamic
about it. In speaking briefly part of a Kansas offense that is
with a few players one-on-one, just out-scoring people. that
I think we tried to do too much. against UNLV they never puntI don't think we probably had ed. This guy is from
some guys in the positions they Brentwood, Tennessee and
play their best football in ... signed with UT-Martin. He
there were two or three who transferred from UT-Martin
didn't react too well in the posi- when they changed head coachtion we had them in," said es and went to Fort Scott
Crowe.
Community College.
It was a disappointing loss
"That is to tell you the differfor the Gamecocks in more ence between the (Division IA,
ways than one. Since coming I-AA and 11) teams is a small
on as JSU's head coach, Crowe line."
has tried to create a Division I
Hopefully, the Gamecocks
type mentality around campus. can make Kansas feel worse
Crowe noted that everything than JSU felt last Saturday at
about the game, except the Paul Snow Stadium.

Crowe changing look of Gamecocks
By J. Wilson Guthrie
The Chanticleer Sports Editor

By J. Wilson ~ u t h r i e
The Chanticleer Sports Editor
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North Alabama quarterback Will Hall is rockedby the Gamecock defense Saturday. Hall would go on to burn the JSU secondary for 295 yards, leading the D-ll Lions to an upset victory over the Gamecocks, 28-16.

JSU's head coach Jack Crowe
is fighting to change the
Gamecocks' image - an image
change from Division I1 powerhouse to great Division I-AA
team.
"It has been something that I

Monday.
The only thing
Crowe seemed happy with was
the crowd.
"I'll tell you yhat, what
went on ... around the game;
the student attendance, the tailgating, the whole event management around the game I
thought was by far the best I
have ever seen it," said Crowe.

terback Maurice Mullins and
put in last year's starter
Anthony Mayo. Mayo put
together a late series for a score
but it was too little too late.
"I think (Mullins) is going
through a learning curve right
now," said Crowe. "Mayo
gives us better management."
Mayo will also start in the
--

have been on a strong rebound
with over 40 points in both of
their last two games, and they
never had to punt against
UNLV.
"We have got a football
game that we have got to get
ready to play, and we need to
just play the best that we can."
said Crowe. (Bill) Whittemore

From Soccer. Daae 8
"I think we have shown a lot
of progress, especially on
defense, since the beginning of
the season," said Coach Lisa
Howe. "Those first two games
[Alabama and BirminghamSouthern] were tough, but we
continued to improve even during the losses."
Jacksonville State now travels to the University of South
Alabama tournament, where
.%.
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Anthony Mayo, a junior
from Attalla. Ala. and last
year's starting quarterback, got
his job back Monday as JSU
head coach Jack Crowe confirmed Mayo would be taking
the first snap for the
Gamecocks Saturday against
Kansas.
"Mayo has looked a little
better right now," said Crowe.
Mayo had lost the starting
job to sophomore Maurice
Mullins during spring practices. Mullins ran into some
problems during Saturday's
game versus the University of
North Alabama.
"I think that (Mullins) is
going through a learning curve
right now," said Crowe.
"Mayo gives a better managment."
Crowe is referring to
Mayo's play management and
ability to make other players
comfortable in the huddle.
"When I get in there, I just
get the play called and go up to
the line and see what the
defense is in." said Mayo. "If
I have to make a check it
comes really easy to me."
Mayo entered the UNA
game during the first drive of
the fourth quarter. When
asked if it was too little to late
he responded, "No, when I
came in it was a two-score
game. We had a long 15-play
drive, and it took over six minutes off the clock, and we cut it
to a 5-point lead."
But there is no animosity
between the two quarterbacks.
"Maurice and I have a great
friendship." said Mayo. "I
don't think that it is going to
affect our friendship. I don't
think there is going to be any
turmoil at all."
Mayo also doesn't really
consider this a motivation to
play any harder than he
already does.
"It's a motivation in itself,"
said Mayo. "But I play hard
just to win. Even when I was
the second-string quarterback,
I still played hard."
Mayo will take his first snap
as a starter this year at 6 p.m.
Saturday.
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team.
"It has been something that I
have made a point of since I
have been here to try and create
a Division I-type mentality,"
said Crowe. "The fact that we
played a Division I1 football
team and lost to a Division I1
football team, and we are trying to create a perception that
we are past Division 11, is disappointing also."
Crowe continued to convey
disappointment through his
entire
press
conference

..
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thought was by far the best I
have ever seen it," said Crowe.
"That makes the way we
played that much more disappointing."
And most statistics for the
teams were equal ... except
passing yards. The University
of North Alabama had 295
yards passing to Jacksonville's
150. UNA also ran the option
effectively against JSU.
And Crowe has a lot of quarterback woes on his team.
Crowe took out starting quar-

7

gives us better management."
Mayo will also start in the
Kansas match-up.
"(Mayo) plays with efficiency," said Crowe. "And we
need efficiency." Crowe aria said that he is
unsure whether Mayo will play
the entire game or if Mullins
will play some.
The road ahead for JSU gets
no easier with a road game
against Division I-A Kansas.
The Jayhawks lost their season
opener to Northwestern, but

A
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just play the best that we can,"
said Crowe. (Bill) Whittemore
is the heart and soul of this
team and we had better be
ready."
"We're going to be playing a
Kansas football team at Kansas
that's got the No. 2 pass efficiency
quarterback
in
America," said Crowe. "For
this football team the lesson is,
you had better be ready to play
your best every time you go
play."

els to the University of South
Alabama tournament, where
they will play Alabama A&M
and host-team USA.
"It will be very competitive.
We've seen A&M only once,
but they appear to have their
best team ever," said Howe.
"USA is always hard and sees
us as a rival. This will be a
good prep for the Ohio Valley
Conference regular season."
JSU plays USA Friday night,
then Alabama A&M on Sunday
at noon.

Freshman Starck making big effort
By Amado Ortiz
The Chanticleer Staff Writer

The JSU volleyball team is
off to its best start since the
1997 campaign. Who is
responsible for their 6-2
record? Well, there are a lot of
factors playing a role here.
Second-year coach Rick
Nold has brought his high energy and is regarded as a player's
coach around campus. The
senior leadership has been
huge for the Gamecocks, as
Jennifer
Brenneman
and
Christina Cary (Ohio Valley
Conference Player of. the
Week) have led by example.
Another reason for the success
comes all the way from
Louisville, Ky.
All the itiay means more than
one thing for this freshman. It
means everything on the vollevball court and making all
Outside hit'Our
effort
ter Jessica Starck has been a
huge part of the Gamecocks'
success, and Chanticleer Sports
had the privilege of catching up
with her.
Q: What's the hardest thing
about being a freshman at JSU?
Starck: Well, you don't know
a whole a lot of people in town,
and you're always stuck in the
dorm. Especially in the preseason when nobody is here.
Q: What's the hardest thing

-
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Jessica Starck and Christina Cary take practice Tuesday afternoon. "When you're in high school, you're the big dog, and
when yay come to college you have to prove yourself again that you're a player and you can play," said Starck.

about being a freshman on the
team? Starck: When you're in
high school, you're the big
dog, and when you come to
college you have to prove yourself again that you're a player
and you can play.
Q: Tell me about your tournament in Alabama. Starck:
We're real excited about this
weekend. We've added new
things in practice, and working

on effort, and with the right
effort and right attitude we can
play pretty well.
Q: What's the new broom
drill? Starck: Well, it's a
blocking drill where the broom
is meant to be like a blocker's
hand. I broke one the other day
in practice but that's OK. It's
wnposed to teach you to go
a i 6..ad the block.
Q: What's your favorite

sport other than volleyball?
Starck: Basketball. Everyone
loves basketball in Kentucky.
Q: What's in your CD player? Starck: Ingram Hill Q:
When you're not playing volleyball you're doing what?
Starck: Hanging out with the
volleyball team. Hanging out
with my sister and talking to
my boyfriend.
Q: Boyfriend? Starck: Ya.

Q: Where's he from? Starck:
Well, he plays soccer at Notre
Dame, and he's 6-6, so he plays
goalie.
Q: Do you want me to put
that in there? Starck: No. (All
laugh) Q: I can write that guys
don't need to get 'their hopes
up. Stark: Well, you can put it
in there, do whatever you want.
Q: What do you do when
you're not playing volleyball?
Starck: Watch movies. Q:
What, you don't go out much?
Starck: No, I love going out,
but not much time for that during the season.
Q: What's the one thing The
Chanticleer readers need to
know about you? Starck: Well,
don't judge a volleyball player
by the way she looks on the
court, cause we normally don't
look very nice. And we also
notice who comes to our
games. The baseball, softball
and basketball team all came to
the game.
As a member of The
Chanticleer sports staff, I love
attending volleyball games and
seeing the uniforms, and I was
at the game, but Jessica didn't
notice me. Maybe next week?
Jessica and the. rest of the
Gamecocks travel to T-Town to
play in a tournament tomorrow
against Alabama.

